
 

Application to run an experiment at experimenTUM 

Please provide the following information for your application. If you have any questions, go to 
http://www.cm.wi.tum.de/experimentum. If you have questions or doubts that the website does 
not resolve, contact the experimenTUM team at experimentum@tum.de. 

1. Contact information. Note that the experimenter must be a researcher with TUM (PhD 
student or better). The experimenter must run the experiment personally. 

2. Title of the experiment. The title is for internal use and is supposed to characterize the 
experiment for people unfamiliar with it. 

3. Description of the experiment. It must be clear from the description that the experiment 
complies with experimenTUM’s policies. 

4. Expected compensation per hour. On average, students must earn at least what they are 
paid as student assistants by TUM. 

5. Sessions. Please suggest dates and times for your sessions. Also indicate the planned 
duration and the desired number of participants (up to 32). 

6. Software test. Please suggest dates and times to test your software. 

Note that the application usually requires that you contact the experimenTUM team. In particular, 
the experimenTUM team instructs experimenters on technical matters. 
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